Important - About the Pandemic
As I already wrote, the virus pandemic is a combination of a manmade bio
weapon from China and the curses of the enemy on the occult level to manifest a
total pandemic that from reports could kill 20 percent of the world population. And
create the problem to provoke the reaction to bring about the enemy’s solution,
which is global government control, which is why they are doing this.
Note the places where the virus is manifesting. The most is in nations ruled by
Islam and full of Christianity. It’s not an accident that Italy has been hit the
hardest. It’s the seat of the Catholic Church and the animation point of centuries
of the enemy’s rituals. The place is saturated in the Christian energy.
It’s also not a mistake that the cases of infection and problems in western
governments in dealing with this problem went up drastically after the Jewish
rituals of Purim which are based on cursing Gentiles to death for Jewish control.
However, something has changed lately in the American government. It is
moving towards taking proper action from the strange confusion and lack of
proper direction, which is caused by the enemy rituals, which are designed to
cause the pandemic to get out of control. Things are appearing to be moving in a
better direction. The two reasons for this are our Final RTR, which is dissolving
the energy the enemy needs to travel the pandemic and totally manifest this, and
the fear of the virus is causing many Christian churches to close and the services
in open ones to be almost empty of people. This is depleting the energy of the
Christian thoughtform the enemy needs. However the calendar is moving
towards the enemy ritual of Passover, which is in the second week of April and
the enemy ritual of Easter around the same date next month. This is one of their
most important rituals and they get a major amount of energy.
The Final RTR is the reason the pandemic has not been effective against the
world. We need to use this period of time we have with the emptying of the
Christian churches to blast the Final RTR as much as possible especially into
next month. We are winning and making the needed breakthroughs, which is why
we need to put the pedal to the metal with the Final RTR. We are saving lives
and helping our planet.
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